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Jury Finds Whisenant Innocent
Of Defrauding UNM of $2644
A District Court jury Thursday
acquitted former University of New
Mexico assistant basketball coach
John Whisenant of charges of
defrauding the University.

false public vouchers. Neither was
sentenced to prison,

During the five days of testimony
before the case went to the jury
Wednesday,
the jurors were
Whisenant, who was. accused of presented with hundreds of pages
defrauding UNM of $2644 by of UNM documents which
claiming reimbursements for trips prosecutors claimed showed a
he allegedly did not take, is the first pattern of fraud.
of three former UNM basketball
Assistant
Attorney
General
coaches charged with fraud to be Stephen Westheimer said the
found innocent.
documents showed that Whisenant
Earlier this summer, former head did not make the trips on the dates
coach Norm Ellenberger and for which he claimed payments.
former assistant Manny Goldstein
James
Brandenburg,
were convicted of fraud and filing Whisenant's lawyer, conceded that

the dates were wrong on some
vouchers, but said the former coach
did take the trips on other dates,
Brandenburg told the jurors in
closing arguments that the "real
issue" in the case was whether
Whisenant intended to cheat UNM
of money.
The defense also claimed that
some contradictions in the
documents were the result of an
erratic bookkeeping system at
UNM and said an audit of the
university
athletic
department
showed that many coaches abused
the re-payment system through
ignorance or expediency. "

Students Invited to 'Open House;'
Parent~ Day Schedule Announced

The thinking cap is a pig hat helping Wayne Hillwig study outside
by the SUB yesterday. "And this little piggy went to school,"
Wayne said of his friend.

Do not let the name fool you; the
University of· New Mexico's
Parent's Day is really an open
house. _
Or as Associate Dean of Students
Mary Barbee calls it, Parent's Day,
which is Saturday, is "a vacation
on campus ... which I wish more
students would take advantage of.''
Among the events and presentatit~ns at Parent's Day are:
Tonight
""''

8 to 10 p.m. - The Campus
Observatory, located one block
north of Lomas Boulevcp-d on Yale

Concerned Physician Sponsoring Forum
This Weekend on Effects of Nuclear War
Viki Florence

Believing it Would be impossible
to provide health care after a
nuclear attack, Physicians for
Social Responsibility has organized
against "the final epidemic." Their
tool is public education.
.
The group is sponsoring the
upcoming "Symposium on the
Medical Consequences of a Nuclear
War;, Friday and Saturday at the
Albuquerque Convention Center to
educate the public and the medical
profession on the projected impact
of a nuclear war.
"Nuclear war is so horrible to
think about that people just put it
out of their minds," said Dr. Ted
Davis, an Albuquerque physician
and member of PSR. uwe aren't
trying to frighten anyone, but to
eliminate this denial reaction so
that people will recognize the
situation and try to change it."
PSR member Howard H. Hiatt,
'Dean of the Harvard· School of
Public Health said, "Recent talk by
public figures about surviving a
nuclear war reflects a widespread
failure to appreciate the facts." •
The facts as presented by PSR
ate frightening: fallout . from a
nuclear wa.r would make life above
ground impossible. Mushroom
douds reaching 80,000 feet Would
spread ozone-eating chemicals.
And amidst the destruction, the
patientphysician
ration . would
increase from about 400:1 to more
than 1700 patients for each sur·
viving doctor.
.
iiThe effects would be so
disastrous both loca.lly and globally

Boulevard, will be open for viewing
the skies above New Mexico.

10:00 a.m. - Brass Quintet, Karl
Hinterbichler, Director - Foyer,
Fine Arts Center

Saturday, Sept. 26
8:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. Registration will be at the Fine Arts
Center foyer. Information packets,
tickets, schedules, and general
information will be available there
throughout the day.
8:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. - Hourly
campus tours will be conducted all
day using the Tenderfoot Express
and vans. Tours start in front of the
Fine Arts Center.

10 a.m. to 4 p.m. - The Maxwell
Museum of Anthropology, at the
south end of the Anthropology
Building, will have the exhibits:

Human Evolution Exhibit, People
of the Southwest, African Art
Exhibit, and Eskimo House.
10 a.m. to S p.m. - The Universiy
Art Museum in the Fine Arts
Center will have the exhibits:
Photograph, featuring photographs
by Beaumont Newhall dating back
to 1928; Recent Acquistions; and
Recent Works by UNM's Studio

9 a.m. - Woodwind Quartet,
Darrel Randall- Director, Foyer, Art }:acuity.
Fine Arts Center
'1..'"
10:30 a.m. to l p.m. - Open
9:30 to 11 a.m. -The President's Houses with special events and
Coffee will be at the President's demonstrations will be held at
- there is no way the surviving posiums in February, 1980. The Home, 1901 RomaAve. N.E. Meet UNM's colleges.
medical community could deal with Albuquerque conference will be the UNM President William "Bud,
Davis and top UNM administrators 10:30 a.m. - Fun with Physics,
the casusalities," Davis said. 14 A sixth since then.
single nuclear detonation would
Davis is aware of the irony in while listening to the UNM String Solar Disk Display, Dept. of
result in tens of thousands of severe holding the conference in the state Quartet, directed by Leonard Physics and Astronomy, Regener
Lecture Hall
burn injuries. The entire United were the atom bomb was born. But Felberg.
States has intensive care facilities he said "even though 50 percent of
for less than 2000 such cases."
the nations nuclear weapons are 9:30 a.m. - Obt>~ Band, Darrel 10:30 a.m. - Professor William
Davis and other PSR members stockpiled in the. Manzanos,'' Randall, Director - Foyer, Fine Coleman, The Role of Chemistry in
continued on page 3
believe say the only solutions is "to Albuquerque would not be a Arts Center
deal with it the way we would at- primarytargetina nuclear war.
tempt to deal with any serious
"The concensus from the
disease~ through prevention."
military community is that every
Davis says the ·Albuquerque U.S. city over 25,000 in populaton
symposium should make the · is targeted."
.medical community ''face the facts
Davis said the symposium will
and begin trying to change things., stress the global impact of the arms
Davis stresses that PSR is not an race.
anti-nuclear g~oup.
.
"At present there are 50,000
"The questton of nuclea~ power. nuclear weapons in the United
denied on the basis of
A hearing will be held soon on
itself is irrelevant to the conference. States and Russia with a total
Baiamonte's words at the
a motion by the state seeking
Not all of our members are opposed power equivalent to 20 billion tons
$6000 in restitution from former sentencing.
to nuclear power, but aU of us of TNT. That equals five tons for
Baiamonte, who refused to
University of New Mexico
recognize that a nuclear war would every man, woman and child on the
fine Ellenberger or sentence him
basketball
coach
Norm
depopulate the world."
earth."
Ellenbeger,
a
court to prison, criticized the
This recognition is what drew a
The Albuquerque symposium is
• 'hypocrisy
of collegiate
spokesperson said today.
group of Boston-area physicians being co-sponsored by the UNM
The hearing will be held by athletics, a.t sentencing and said
together to form PSR in 1961,
School of Medicine. The school is
that UNM ''has already made
District
Judge
Phillip
After contributing to the Limited the 14th such facility to co-sponsor
Baiamonte, ~ho presided at the enough money from basketTest Ban Treaty of 1963,in group aPSRsymposium.
.
ball."
trial which ended in EllenThe judge said Ellenberger
experienced a period of declining
Davis . explained the willing
berger's
conviction
of
was "a tog in the machine of
activity. But in 1978f Dr. Helen participation of UNM and other
defrauding the school of money
Caldicott, now PSR president, and schools by saying "The medical and
collegiate athletics ..• who was
through the submbsion of false
doing what everyone wanted
other members revived PSR in scientific facts are very clear. The
travel vouches.
him to do - produce a winning
resl'onse to weapons stockpiling responsible physician or ad·
"The judge has not set a
and world tensions, which they ministrator will want to take steps
hearing date yet, but it will be team at any cos.t.''
In his answer to the state
feared indicated an increasing risk to . educate themselves and the
held soon," a spokeswoman at
motion for restitution, ·Taylor
of nuclear war.
public on these facts."
Baiamonte's office said.
A single advertisement in The
Davis said the fear that an inOn Tuesday, Ellenberger's said the statute governing the
payment of restitution leaves the
New England Journal of Medicine formed and therefore frightened
attorney, Leon Taylor, filed an
judge fully empowered not to
drew over 1000 new members. America would fall prey to a
answer to the state motion,
Today, the group's national uninformed and aggressive Russia
contending the motion should be order it.
memetshlp exceeds 6000.
is not valid. CiThe Russian people
PSR began a series of symcontinued on page 3

State Seeks $6000.Restitutibn
From Ellenberger for Fraud
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Reagan Details Latest Cuts in War on Economy
WASHINGTON President
Reagan outlined his latest plan to
balance the budget by 1984
Thursday night - a 12 percent
spending cut for most federi!l
programs, a tax crackdown and the
death of the Energy and Education
agencies.
In a nationwide broadcast addres.l from the Oval Office, Reagan
s.aid he would ask Congress to cut
outlays for fiscal 1982 by S13
billion, on top of the $35 billion
reduction already approved. He
s.aid this was necessary to keep a lid
on next year's deficit, now
predictecl to reached $43.1 billion.
Reagan proposed cuts in defense
spending, but only about I percent
of the total budget - S3 billion in
1982 and $13 billion over three
years.
And he disclosed plans to
generate another S3 billion in
government income - near!)' Sl
billion in fees charges to users of

and charges for the use of government supponed waterways and
airports.
However, the red-ink figure did
balloon $600 million in the latest
projections released by the White
House in conjunction with the
speech. The new estimte calls for
S43.1 billion deficit in 1982, S22.9
billion in 1983 and a balance in
1984.
''We do not need the Energy
Department to solve our basic
energy problem: as long as we let
the forces of the marketplace work
without undue interference, the
ingenuity of consumers, businesses,•
producers and inventors will do
that for us,... he said.
"Similarly, education is the
principal responsibility of local
school systems, teachers, parents,
citizen boards and state governments," Reagan said. Abolishing
the Education Department will
ensure "local needs and preferences

federal waterways and air services
- in the fiscal year that begins next
week.
While calling for the end of some
tax loophoks, Reagan refused to
tamper with the personal income
tax cut that takes effect Oct, I and
steered clear of a proposal that
Social Security cost-of-living boosts
be delayed to save money.
Reagan promised, "Benefits for
the needy will be protected," but he
said abuses in the food stamp and
Medicaid programs, for example,
will be stopped,
The latest spending cut proposals
were needed because administration
officials s.aw the deficit for fiscal
1982, which begins next week,
would swell beyond their S42 .5
billion goal,
The package the president offered was designed to save $16
billion - Sl3 billion in reduced
spending and S3 billion through
tougher application of the tax laws

-not the wishes of Washington-determine the education or our
children," he said.
Specifically Reagan proposed:
-Trimming tlw 1982 appropriation for most govemmcnt
agencies and programs, excluding
the Pentagon, by 12 percent. The
Pentagon's budget would be cut at
fi smaller rate - $2 b!llion in 1982
and $13 billion over three years.
-Enactment of new proposals to
eliminate abuses and "obsolete
incentives" in ··'the ta~ code.
Definition: business tax loopholes
will be closed at a savings of some
$3 billion in 1982 and $22 billion
over the next three years. Personal
income tax cuts just approved by
Congress would not be affected.
-Reducing the federal work force
- including the White House staff
- by 75,000 jobs; some through
regular attrition,
but others
through outright pink slips.
-Dismantling the Energy and

Reception Honors New Supreme Court Justice
WASHINGTON Sandra district and appellate benches, but
O'Connor, on the eve of her the spotlight was trained on the 52historic ascendancy to the nation's year-old mother of three. In July,
highest court, was honored Reagan plucked the Republican
Thursday by President Reagan stalwart from the relative obscurity
during a Rose Garden reception of the Arizona appeals court to
replaced Justice Potter Stewart,
and at a White House lunch.
O'Conno( today will become the who retired.
102nd member and first woman on
Speaking to the assembled jurists
the Supreme Coun.
The event was a recention for in the Rose Garden, Reagan said,
some 150 federal judges from "In a society founded on law, we

must take all reasonable steps to
ensure that the best among us are
called on to serve and are able to
serve for life."
O'Connor will take two oaths
Friday from Burger, the first a
"Constitutional Oath" in the
justices' conference room - the
private sanctum where the members
of the court meet to hammer out
the nuances of the law of the land.

That will be followed by a
"judicial oath" administered in a
public ceremony at 2 p.m. EDT in
the courtroom, which will be fill~d
with court personnel, the O'Connor
family, reporters, and dignitaries
including the president.
There will be no television or
photographs of the ceremony, in
line with Burger's policy against
such coverage inside the courtroom.
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Education Departments, and
continue their responsibilities .in
other agencies.
-Reducing
federal
loan
guarantees by some $20 billion,
Reagan said the practice is a
"major factor in driving up interest

rates."
- Reforming government benefit
plans and welfare programs to save
nearly $27 billion over the next
three years. "Many of these
programs may have come from a
good heart, but not all have come
from a clear head," said Reagan.
-Imposition of "user fees" for
boats or airplanes which use federal
services.
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Southem California Edison
WM the most active NYSil-listed

STARTS TODAY!· PRODUCERS PREVIEW ••• LIMITED ENGAGEMENT

Cinema East
EUbank at

Coronado 4

issue, llp 5/8 to 28. Exxon Corp.
was second, down 5/8 to 30 l/4.
On the An1ex, Delhi Inter·
national Oil, the most active
issue, spurted II I /2 points to 74
112. Sealcctro was second, up
114 to 22 112.

Steen, Louis XIV and the Splendid
Life at Versailles, Dept. of History,
Mesa Vista Hall, Room II 04

7 p,m. - UNM vs. Air Force
Academy football game, University
Stadium. Reserved complimentary
tickets at registration.
8:15 p.m. New Mexico
Symphony Orchestra concert,
Popejoy Hall, Fine Arts Center.
Reserved complimentary tickets at
registration,

of Pagodas, Temples, and
Mosques,
Honors
Center, 11:30 a.m. - Professor Donald
Cutter, Hispanic Adventures in
Humanities Building, room 112.
New Mexi<;o, Dept. of History,
11:00 a.m. - Professor Charles L.
Beckel, The Role of a UNM Arms 11:00 a.m. - Professor Robert Mesa Vista Hall, Room II 04
Control Policy, ·Dept. of Physics Paine, Career Opportunities in
NOON- Dr. Jack 0, Burns, The
continued from page 1
Exploding Universe - A View and government are scared to
from New Mexico, an illustrated death" by nuclear war, he sald.
lecture, Dept. of Physics and
"Contrary to the perception of
Astronomy, Regener Lecture Hall
severe repression of information in
RUSsia, the USSR has been
1 to 2:30p.m. - Picnic box lunch inundated with information about
with entertainment by the the impact of nuc]eqr war, and the
Collegiate Singers and a welcoming information they arc getting is
Unification of the Fundamental Monday at ll a.m.
.Forces today at 8 p.m. at Regener
Both lectures will be held in speech by UNM President Davis. exactly correct."
Hall, Room I 03. The lec(ure will be Room 184 of the Physics and Tickets may be purchased at
The Russian people are partically
Building, 800 Yale registration.
geared to a general, non-technical Astronomy
informed
by an international group
·audience.
Blvd. NE and will be geared to a
of
physicians
similar to PSR, tbal
Open Houses will be held at the
professional audience.
has
several
Russian
members.
Van Nieuwenhuizen is one of Black Student Union, the Residence
In addition, a colloquium called
"They have to recognize that,
Halls, sororities, and fraternities.
Introduction to Supergravity will be three founders of supergravity.
even with first strike capabilities,
He received his doctorate in
held at 4 p.m today and a
Afternoon nobody would win in a nuclear
theoretical seminar on S11pergravity physics from Utrecht University in 2:30 to 4 p.m reception hosted by Vice President war," Davis said.
and Grand Unification will be held the Netherlands.

- F arum.,__,.-

Judge Rules
Suspect Unfit
For Defense
Robert Sanchez
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The market fluctuated during
the day as investors waited for
Reagan to detail how be will cut
an additional $16 billion from
the fiscal 1982 budget deficit to
keep it at $42.5 billion.

TiM £HOAiE and KRISTA ERRICKSO:lrn C.OlDMINE • stlrr<ng MARSHAll EfRON • WENDY FUlTON • RAYMOND PAH£RSON • WALlACE SHAWU • WEND!£ JO SPERBER
and CATHRYN DAMON as Glorra
Screenplay by CH~.Rll£ lOVENTHAl am Wf'lANKliN fiNlEY & SUSAN W£1S£R-f!NlEY • Story lr!CHARLIE lOVENTHAl• Assocrate Prooocer SARA RISHER
Mus1: by lANNY MEYERS • £lecut.ve Prooucers ROBfRl SHAVE and lAWRENCE lOV£1/THAl • Proouced by SMIIRI'IN • Duected by CHARLIE lOVENIHAl
Aft. N£1'/UN£ CINEMA

Professor Charlie

11:00 a.m. -Dr. G. Fred Schueler, 11:30 a.m. Professor Roy
Chairman of the Philosophy Dept., Caton: Factors Influencing the
What is Philosophy and Why Speeds of Chemical Reactions (with
Should Anyone Care About It, demonstrations),
Dept.
of
1-!onou Center, Humanities Chemistry, Clark Hall, Room 101
Building, room 112
11:30 a.m. - Dr, Lewis Binford,
11:00 a.m. - Professor Andrew J. Man and Animal Interaction, Dept.
Burgess,
Religious
Studies of Anthropology, Anthropology
Program, Pictures !''rom the Lands Building

Marvin D. "Swede" Johnson and
the Board of Directors of the
Maxwell
Museum.
Maxwell
Museum Gallery.

I

Big Board volume totaled
48.88 million shares compared
with 52.7 million traded
Wednesday.

Composite volume of NYSE
issues listed on all U.S. exchanges and over the. counter at
4 p.m. EDT totaled 55.35
million shares compared with
60, 17 million traded Wed·
nesday,
The
American
Stock
Exchange comn1on stock index
fell 2.30 to 292.12 and the price
of an average share decreased 12
celtis. Declines lopped advances
323-224 among the 768 issues
t.radcd at 4 p.m. EDT. Volume
at that time totaled 5.32 million
~hares compared with Wed·
ncsduy's 6.69 million shares.
The Nalionul Association of
Securities Dealers' NASDAQ
index of over-the-counter issues
rose 0.40 to 180.39.

10:45 a-m. -

A physicist, whose contribution
to gravitational theory is considered
by some people to rank with Albert
Einstein's theory of general
relativity, will give a series of free
public lectures at the University of
New Mexico.
Peter Van Nieuwenhuizen,
professor at the State University of
New York at Stony Brook, will
speak on Supergravity and the

Stock
Market
Report

The New York Stock
Exchange index lost 0.32 to
66.42 and the price of an average
share decreased 14 cents.
Declines led advances 820-619
among the 1865 issues traded at
4p.m.EDT.

10:30 a.m. to 1 p.m.- The Biology
Department's
museum
and
greenhouse .at Castetter Hall will be
open.

and Astronomy, Regener Lecture Chemistry, Dept. of Chemistry,
Hall
Clark Hall, Room I01

Physicist To Present Free Public Lecture
On 'Supergravity ,' Fundamental Forces'

Congress passed $35 billion in
budget cuts before it left for a
summer recess in August but
Reagan was forced to seek more
more when projections showed the
deficit was going to run past his
·target of $42.5 billion,

The Dow Jones industrial
average fell 5.80 points to
835.14. The average of 30 bluechip stocks lost 4. 76 points
Wednesday after climbing back
from a dive of nearly 14 points
earlier in the day.

10:30 a.m. - Dr. Kevin O'Grady
will speak on the current programs
in the Psychology Department and
research currently being conducted.
After this, Dr, Mark Brecht will.
speak on The Human Factor, the
interaction of humans with the
physical environment. PsycJwlogy
Building, room 178.

10:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. - The
Meteorite Museum of the Institute
of Meteorites and the Geology
Museum in Northrup Hall will be
open.

\

NEW YORK The stock
market lost. ground Thursday
amid rumors that President
Reagan would announce new
inflation-fighting and budgetcutting ideas in his evening
address. Trading was moderate.

Pre-med Curriculum, Dept. of
Chemistry, Clark Hall, Room 101
10:30 a.m. Professor Gus
Efroymson will give a computer
demostration,
Dept.
of
Mathematics and Statistics,
Humanities Building, Room 428.

The man accused of kidnapping
two University of New Mexico
sophomores and raping and
murdering one was declared incompetent for trial.
Distric.t Court Judge Gerald Cole
Wednesday canceled the October
trial of Michael Guzman, 18, after
his lawyer, J oeseph Fine, asked for
a declaration of incompetency,
Michael Guzman was indicted
for the April IS kidnapping, rape
and stabbing death of Julie Ann
Jackson, 20, and the kidnapping
and attempted killing of Colene
Rene Bush, also 20.
Cole ordered that Guzman be
transferred to the New Mexico
State Hospital at Las Vegas for
evaluation and treatment. He
ordered the hospital to .give periodic
reports on Guzman's condition.
Dr. Richard Reed, a psychologist
for the District Court Clinic, said
he inierviewed Guzman and
reviewed test materials provided
him by another psychologist. Both
he and Dr. Ned Siegel, testifying
for the state, declared Guzman
incompetent to stand trial.
Reed said that it would be "hard
to say" if Guzman would soon be
able to stand trial, because that
would
be
"getting
into
speculation."
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The law provides that any person
that might be prosecuted for a
crime must be able to understand
the charges against him. In order to
be excused from the prosecution the.
accused must have a mental disease
that makes him unable to understand tlte nature of proceedings.
Being declared incompetent for
trial is not the same as insanity as a
defense.
The assistant district ·attorneys
are Ray PadiHa and Kathleen An!le
Wright.
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OHNSTON-MACCO/SCHLUMBERGER.
Many companies talk about their "World
of Opportunity" but few, if any, can mean
the words quite as literally as JohnstonMaceo as a division of Schlumberger. Our products
or services can be found making their mark on the
energy industry from the U.S. to the Middle East,
from the Gulf of Mexico to the North Sea. That's
why it makes sense to work for a company whnse
horizons are endless_ As a leader in the designing,
manufacturing, and marketing of the finest tools
available in the oil field service industry, JohnstonMaceo will continue to prosper, It's plain and simple, as Johnston-Maceo thrives, your job opportunity and career advancement grows ... so why not
join a company where your future and their future
are one in the same.

We are currently in need of the following
individuals:

JUNIOR SERVICE ENGINEERS:

This is a
training position which will eventually lead to for•
mation evaluation testing s~rvices on oil and gas
wells. We will also train you to conduct a variety
of completion workover and secondary recovery
services on oil and gas wells. A substantial amount
of work time will be required at oil and gas well
locations. This pnsition promises career opportunities in management, field services. and
technical development after the initial training
period has been completed. Job lncations inclmle
most of the United States and Canada. Please
check your Placement Office for the specific
Engineering Degrees that will qualify.

These positions offer excellent starting salaries and outstanding benefits, including
company paid insurance, profit sharing, and denial insurance among others. If you
are ready to join a company that is encircling the world with its expertise then come
to Johnston-Macco/Schlumberger. Please contact your placement office to set-up an
interview or send resume in confidence to: Jacques Morin,
Johnston-Macco/Schlumberger, P.O. Box 36369, Houston, Texas 77036. An equal
opportunity employer, m/f.

JOH NSTON-MACCO

I
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Schlumberger
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Input

Campus Briefs

by Garry Trudeau

University Hospital Fair Exhibit
Shows Simple Display of Facilities
Viki Florence

Reagan Should Save Departments
£very Friday the New Me~ico Daily Lobo prints
Input; a forum for the students of the University of
New Mexico. Each week the Lobo will present. a
question for consideration. Next week's question is:
Should the administration allow loud music to be
p/oyed on the mall during classes?
President Reagan is thinking about dissolving
the departments of Education and Energy. How
do you feel about this idea?
Lee Reilich writes, "It is said that President Reagan
was reared in 'humble' surroundings. I wonder about
that. Since when has he shown any humility toward
the poor masses?
"As 'Tip' O'Neill has reiterated on many occasions
and rightfully so: 'Reagan is rubbing elbows with the
rich and ignoring the poor.'
"In my opinion, Reagan is out to achieve his own
purpose with little regard for the principles of right or
wrong!
"It is Incredible that he desires to 'abolish' energy
and education, something he knows little about,

fOR INSTANce, HAVe V(J(J
CON'3//Jf3REO 0/SRJ.JPT/NG
7Ht3 R£PROOUCT/Vt3 CYr:li3
OF AIJIILT P!<EPP(/3.5?

Romenian Poet Reads Works Today
A man whom International Center director loan a McNamara calls
"the most famous Romanian poet of this age," will be at today.

considering the lack of education he has had."
She concludes, "How dare he associate himself
with President Roosevelt, a man of integrity and
humility, a statesman to boot, and who, along with his
wife Eleanor, gave us something to hope for. I imagine
Delano turning over in his grave at this point in time."
Psychology major Ann Martin says she doesn't
think Reagan should abolish the Energy and Education
departments.
"I don't think it's fair," Martin says.
She says the Energy Department is needed to
spearhead the search for new sources of energy and
to help continue solar energy research.
The Education Department is needed, she says, "to
build a better educational foundation."
"Education needs to increase to a higher level than
it is now," she says.

UNM students who would like to see their opinion
expressed in Input may send their comments and any
questions to Input c/o Kelly Gibbs, Daily. Lobo, UNM
Box 20, 87131.

Letters

Marin Sorescu, a poet and playright of worldwode reputation, will
reatl his works and answer questions today at II a.m. in the third
floor lounge of Ortega Hall.
Sorescu is here at the invitation of the U.S. State Department to
discuss possibilities of a student exchange program between the
UNM and Romanian universities.

l
l

Major Finns Represented in Job Fair
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IS 7HAT PR£PPIES M/fTe SO
fAR!il:t, ANO THIEN ONl-Y
ON 7Ht3 AOVIC'& OF7He/R
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The Hispanic Engineering Organization is sponsoring an
Engineering Career Fair to be held Saturday, from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
in the Mechanical Engineering Building.
.
Representatives from 36 companies are scheduled to set up
booths, provide audio visual presentations and give interviews,
Hispanic Engineering Program Director Peggy Maestas said.

~~

She said various companies will be represented at the fair, in·
eluding Xerox, IBM, Digital Electronics, Hughes Aircraft and
Sperry Flight Systems.
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Amid the sounds of the midway
and the piquant smell of corn dogs
and candy apples, the University of
New
Mexico Hospital/BCMC
exhibit. at the New Mexico State
Fair stands quietly in a corner of
the Exhibition Hall.
Nearby, booths give out free
brochures
on
''Mountain
Property" and life insurance.
Unlike these and other exhibits, the
simple white display erected by
UNMH/BCMC uses no neon signs
or flashy video equipment to draw
the attention oft he passer-by.
The photographs and statistics
arrayed in the exhibit highlight the
many unique and often lifesaving

services .of UNMH.
The hospital is one of seven
participating jointly in the fair
exhibit. But it is the only one that
boasts a pediatric intensive care
unit, a kidney transplant service, a
burn and trauma unit and a
newborn intensive care and
transport system.
The Burn and Trauma Unit was
designated a regional center in
April 1981. Over 100 burn patients
and more than 200 trauma patients
have been treated there in the last
12 months.
The Newborn Intensive Care
Unit, which specializes in
premature infant care, admitted
;253 babies in 1981. Of these, 70
percent were from outside Ber-

nalillo County. The unit's unique
helicopter transport system is
responsible for bringing these
infants in from around the state.
In addition, the unit also features
a 24-hour hotline, connecting
specialists at UNMH with doctors
at other New Mexico hospitals.
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Exploitation Goes Beyond Advertising
Editor:
Prompted by the recent letters concerning the
advertisement placed by Nathan Korn, this letter is
meant to address the role of advertising in our society
and its exploitation of people. Presently, we are
commodities manipulated for the purpose of making
profits. Advertising is a tool to accomplish this end.
Decisions are not made jointly by people as to what
products are of value to society, as exemplified by the
Nestle Company's distribution of infant formula.
While women are exploited to sell products to other
women (Palmolive dishwashing liquid) and to attract
men to buy products such as Black Velvet whiskey,
men are exploited to sell products to other men
(Winston cigarettes) and to attract women to buy
products such as Windsong cologne. We are constantly being bombarded by advertising companies as
to what are desirable traits for men and women. These
companies appeal to our insecurities, not only in terms
of masculinity and femininity, but in all areas in which
we define ourselves, including our abilities to raise a

''

family or to live a "fulfilled life" without lheir product.
As people we need to redefine what we want for our
society and how this can be accomplished through
utilization of individuals' talents. This is not to imply
role-switching, for oppressive roles exist for both men
and women. In recent years as women have increased
their participation in what has been defined as the
"male world." The heart attack rate for women has
increased sharply nearing that of male counterparts.
This I think should give us a clue that what society has
defined as the "free masculine world" is an illusion. It
is a facade of a restrictive mode of life that has been
created to justify itself for reasons of insecurity. One
thing remains certain, we as women cannot truly be
free from exploitation until men are also liberated from
the restrictions which our society has placed on them.
We must therefore work together to define what we
want from life rather that having outside sources with
their advertising companies define life for us.
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The second in a series of 10 lectures given by professional architects and educators from throughout the world is scheduled for
Sept. 28.
Richard L. Medlin, professor of architecture at the University of
Arizona, will be the guest speaker. His topic will be, A Resource-

Conscious Approach to Architecture.
The lecture begins at 5:30 p.m. in the Fine Arts Building, room
2018. The lecture is free and open to the public.
The lecture series, hosted by the School of Architecture and
Planning, deals with a broad range of issues in architecture and
plannng.
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Architecture School Begins
Diverse Lectures On Monday
The University of New Mexico
School of Architecture and
Planning will continue its Monday
Lecture Series Sept. 28 with the
second of 10 architects and
planners from throughout the
nation and three foreign countries.
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The speaker will be Dr. Vera John-Steiner, professor educational
foundations. She will discuss how victims become invisible to their
oppressors, a phenomenon most dramatically seen in the Greman
Nazi concentration camps of World War II, of which John-Steiner
was a victim. Other historical and social events have spurred similar
treatment, she said, like the relations between early American settlers and Native Americans.
The lecture is free and open to the public. Bring your lunch.
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The Holocaust: Learnings for a Pluralistic Society is the topic for
a lecture scheduled for noon in Room 231-D of the SUB.
The lecture is part of the Last Lecture Series, a series where UNM
staff and faculty are asked to give a talk as if it would be their last.

Laura Randolph
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\leniently replaced with clear plastic.)
It is certain that many of these advertisers would not
give a second thought to complaints appearing on the
editorial page. Whatever his reasons, Mr. Korn has,
and I thank him for discontinuing the ad and hope that
not only will he do the same in other publications, but
that he will also not be alienated by the continuous
flow of letters and phone calls as he takes steps to do
so.

New Mexico Daily Lobo
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by Garry Trudeau

Dawn Peterson

Reader Appreciates Ad's Withdrawal
Editor:
Mr. Korn has provided a number of people with the
opportunity to take action against the harmful effects
caused by the portayal of women in advertising, and
to express their views in general on advertising's
image of women and men. Consequently, he has
become the central target for attacking this pervasive
attitude found in numerous local ads, as well as
nation-wide campaigns. (Consider the recent Warner
Bros. ad appearing in the Sept. 21 Lobo depicting a
new style of jeans for women - the rear end con-
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The speaker will be Richard L.
Medlin, a professor of architecture
at the University of Arizona, on A

an architect from Ahmedabad,
India, in Personal Work and

Contemporary Architecture in
India.; Nov. 9 - John Ames
Steffean, chairprson of the
Architecture Department at the
UniversitY of Miami, Coral Gables,
Fla., on Squatter Settlements in
Peru.; Nov. 16 - William C.
Muchow, a Denver architect, on A

Discussion of Personal Work.; ·
Resource-Conscious Approach to Nov. 23 - Charles Moore, a
Architecture.
professor of architecture at the
All lectures will begin at 5:30 University of California at Los
p.m. in Room 2018 of the ar- Angeles, on Works and Thoughts.
chitecture building. Admission is
free and open to the public.
Other lecturers will be: Oct. 7 ~
Henry J. Cowan, chairperson of·
the Architectural Science Depar·
tment at the UniversitY of Sydney,
Australia; on Domes: Ancient and
ads
Modern.; Oct. 12 - John Lund
are
Kriken, director of urban planning
seen
and design for a firm in San
Francisco, on Lights Out for a
Radiant City.; Oct. 19 - Harvey
call277-5656
Hoshour, an Albuquerque architect, on The Lost Art of
and find out about
Architecture.; Oct. 26 - Roger
being seen in the
Montgomery, a professor at the
University of California, Berkeley,
School of Environmental Design,
on Social Housing in Capitalist
California.; Nov.·2 -AnantRafe, .._DAILY LOBO ..

SMALL

TIME
IS
RUNNING
OUT
Join the
Hay Days Parade
Enter at the Alumni Office
Rm. 200 S.U.B.

Deadline
Monday Sept. 28
Parade will be on October 10 at 1:00 p.m.
Don't miss it!
•
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-.---Fun at the Fair------------.

Police Beat

The New Mexico State Fair con·
tinued this week with activities
and events galore. The rodeo
had bronc riding and featwed
country-rock singer Emmy/ou
Harris Wednesday night (bot·
tom left). The kids loved the
piglets in the Future Farmers of
America Children's Barnyard
(right) and Dulce/ina Curtis tied
a r i stra of red chili which was
given as a priz:e at the Chili
Demonstration yesterday in the
Agriculture Building (below). Of
course, the rides are always the
main attraction (left and
center). Television weatherman
Bill Eisenhood is ready to call it
a night after the 10 p.m. broad·
cast of Eyewitness News,
which has originated from the
fair since it opened. This will be
the last weekend of the fair.

Police Beat is a weekly community service column
presented by the Daily 1-.obo in con}uctfon with the
Campws Police Department. It is dedicated to the
reduction and prevention of crime at the University
ofNew Mexico,
Sandra Cox
Ever been flashed? In 1980 there were 21 reports
of indecent exposure on the UNM Campus.
The New Mexico State Statute says, "Indecent
Exposure consists of a person knowingly and in·
tentionally exp-osing his primary genital area to
public view.."
One kind of exposer has lost touch with
responsibility for his actions due to extreme drug or
alcohol intoxication, or due to a severe emotional
crisis. This person may remove all his clothes or
wander about .not seeming to realize he is not
clothed. This person may also be involved in self
stimulation, apparently not knowing or caring that

Educators Offered Program Information

Bill Wechter
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Members and friends of Blue Key Honor Society collect books
for the annual Friends of the UNM Libraries booksale Oct. 16 and

Bill Hooper

Feel
Ative!

Fashion, fun and comfort are all
yours when you choose "Harvest".
In popular natural leather.

Friends of the University of New
Mexico Libraries is sponsoring a
book collection drive for its upcoming annual booksale.
The collection drive, coordinated
by the Blue Key Senior Honor
Society, began on Sept. 8, with Blue
Key members setting up almost 100
drop boxes at locations around the
main and north campuses.
Book collection boxes will also be
at all branches of the First National
and Albuquerque National banks.
Paperback and hardback books,
comic books, posters, records and
magazines have been collected for
the sale. The book drive will
concl~de Oct. 2.
The books donated in the drive
will be inexpensively sold at the
dct. 16 and 17 booksale, said Jerry
Wise, director of Friends of UNM
Libraries.
Over I 0,000 books covering a
wide range of subjects will be on
sale, Wise said.
Proceeds from the sale will go
toward the purchase of new
volumes for the libraries' collections and for library services.
General admission to the sale will
be $L50 for students, senior
citizens, members of Friends and
UNM faculty on Oct. 16. Staff will
be admitted for $1. There will be no
fee0ct.l7.
Volunteers interested in pricing
and sorting the books may call the
Friends office at 277-5202.
The book drive was organized by
Mrs. Chester Travelstead of the

YOU ARE ... '

Me."

17.

Gretchen Paslay

attend the conference are asked to
call the School Relations Office at
UNM, 277-5161.

NO MATTER
WHERE

The conference is to provide high
school counselors, principals and
school superintendents with information about UNM's programs
and opportunities. To get that
message across there will be a panel
of students talking to the educators 1
about "What UNM has Done for

Library Friends Gain Money
Photo bottom right:

what the future holds for
prospective engineers.
Educators who would like to

The University of New Mexico's
annual educators conference
Monday, is expected to attract over
100 educators from throughout the
state.

J>hotos:

,f

he can be seen by other individuals. According to
State Statute this person is not guilty of indecent
exposure, but should be reported to police for his
own safety and the safety of the community.
A second kind of exposer has been caught, against
his wishes, relieving himself in public. He may be
guilty of public nuisance, but not indecent exposuFe,
A third classification encompasses the true e:{poser. The victim does not matter to this individual,
and generally she is chosen at random. By exposing
himself, this offender may create shock, fear or
other recognition of himself by the victim, and
possibly placed the victim, in his mind, in a
demeaned position.
If you witness an indecent exposure, look at the
offender and try to remember details that may
identify him. If there are people within hearing
distance, yell for help, or blow your whistle. Note the
direction in which he leaves and immediately report
to Campus Police.

A faculty panel led by associate
Provost Joel Jones will speak on
the requirements or teaching
students in the future.

You can take advantage of THE RUBBEH
TREE'S wide selection of contraceptive$ at lo\\'
prices! ',t•iid .'!li,ll!llflr ,, pjnl
Jl;td; ul 1.!
t·umlcuu~
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The afternoon session of the
Friends of the UNM Libraries conference will include a tour of
Committee with assistance from UNM's College of Engineering with
John Savino, president of Blue the educators being filled in on
Key.
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The'
ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE

Presents

Betty loop and Felix the Cat
Tonight 7:00, 9:15, 11:30 p.m.
SUB THEATRE
"Betty Boop for President"
"Betty Boop's Big Boss"

Students • $1.50
Others· $2.00

Felix the Cat
"April Maze"
"Felix Ill Hollywood"
"Felix and Fairyland"

~lix
The Third Man
Saturday
7:00, 9:15, 11:30 p.m.
SUB THEATRE
Directed by Sir Carol Reed
"This David 0. Selznick - Alexander Korda
co-production is one of the great suspense films ol all time." Richard A. Maynard,
The Celluloid Curriculum

Academy Award for Best
Cinematography
B/W
Downtown • Winrock • Montgomery Plaza

Students • $1.50
Others • $2.00
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Arts
AUA-DCA to Present the Last in Its Performance Series
Now we continue where we left
off on Thursday with the forec'lst
for the metro-area weekend, The
AUA-DCA is the place to be it
seems. The last three weeks of
experimental performances have
been bringing people downtown to
witness a variety of bizzare acts.
Bcgining with the Phoenix Boat
People and ending with a performance by the mysterious Rubber
Lady and films by two Santa Fe
filmmakers - Robert Gaylor and
Linda Klasky - this performance
series has brought together some of
the brightest and most active
members of the local performance
scene, Suprisingly enough, the

people who put these performances
together are all highly visible
writers, musicians and visual artists
working in a medium that is
predominantly an underground
movement in Albuquerque.
The fact that the Downtown
Center for the Arts is the main
provider of space. and funding for
these artists has raised some interesting questions ab.out the nature
of these acts. The most obvious one
is the question of performance as
an art form. Being that most of the
performers in this series come from
formal art backgrounds, and
considering the number and variety
of performances, this would seem

to indicate a certain restlessness
looming on New Mexico's
traditionally
conservative and
classically oriented Arts community. The majority of these
performers are young and electrically-oriented in their approach,
relying on a combination of
mediums (film, video, theatrics,
sound, etc.) and a community of
peers that is equally diverse in its
range.
Collaboration is the key here.
For too long now, the common
thread that joins all of the arts in
Albuquerque has been
ignored.
Recent collaborations in the UNM
dance department have brought to

light the possibilities of combining
mediums. Dancer Lorn McDougal
joined fHmmaker and musician
Alain Le Razer in their performance Dance-Film. The show
relyed on the traditional uses of
stage lighting, dance and sound
(Which in itself has endless
possibilities). But by adding the
extra element of film they've added
another facet.
The type of performances taking
place downtown these days
parallels the possibilities open to
the more traditional forms, while at
the same time questioning and
attempting to extend their
limitations. The people involved

VOTE
FOR YOUR FAVORITE
LITE .BEER CELEBRITY

ENTER THE LITE POPULARITY POLL SWEEPSTAKES
1 GRAND PRIZE: An expense paid trip for two to the 1982 Lite Alumni
Reunion. Attend the Lite Alumni Banquet and the
filming of the 1982 Lite Reunion TV commercial.

6 FIRST PRIZES: Magnavox Videotape player/recorder with camera.
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here are relying on a community of
artists working in various
disciplines to pull off their acts.
While much of the work is undeniably rough, the attempts are
sincere and admirable. As was
mentioned earlier, many of these
artists are young and electric, and
their performances reflect their
sources. The emphasis here is on
sound and music, coming from
post-punk, media oriented youth
culture, combined with an already
established format of performance
related presentation.
Saturday night's performances
are entitled "Modern Scilence" and
"An Evening of Entertainment",
both lean towards the musicsound
end of the spectrum, Modern
Scilence is a group of performers,
para-musicians, and visual artists,
some of whom are members of a
local well known punk-dance band.
The ideas behind Scilence take their
thrust from an interest in music,
noise, the subconscious and
paranoia,.
hi--order to do this they'll be
relying on installation, shop tools,
violin, saxaphone, tape effects,
flute-a-phone, procussion, film,
weapons and lots of screaming.
More low keyed, but none the
less high energy, An Evening of
Entertainment is another infiltration by members of Bill's
Friends and two local jazz performers. Of note is local sax player
Josephine Randalls, who has been
playing in the city for sometime
now. Having just recently joined up
with guitarist and sound wizard
Mitch Salmen, the two have played
together on an as yet unreleased
piece entitled "Narcolepsy", and
this summers "Un Chien au Gogo"
performance at the Alley Theatre.
Their time together has been
short, but the resulting work is
definatly turning heads ln the city.
Sunday's events will feature the
work of photographer Ron Gedrim
"Emptied, You Swelled to Fill the
Void" and musician Dan Ingroff's
approach to uncommon, and
extraordinary music on traditional
folk instruments. Gedrim's approach is to use the "ritual" of the
shared experience of viewing
pojected images in an enclosed
space, and further extending the
process by including the audience in
discussion of the images after the
lights come back on.

It would be unfair to both
lngroff and Gedrim to suggest that
their works come out of a postpUnk background as both of these
artists emphasize a more traditional
approach to performance. Ingroff
who's background is in traditional
musical forms, with refrences to
folk music (Not to be confused with
Peter, Paul and Mary,) has played
the local music scene for a number
of years here. Perhaps he is the
perfect example of the possibilities
offered by this series for artists to
expand or otherwise exhibit facets
of their expression that ordinary
outlets coudn't (or wouldn't). accomodate.
As both of these performances
are on Sunday they will begin at
3:00 p.m. rather than the usua!S:OO
p.m. shows.
Last but not least on the program
for this years series will be films by
. two filmmakers form Santa Fe,
Linda Klasky and Robert daylor,
and a performance installation by
Rubber Lady. Gaylor and Klasky
are both nationally knQWn ex"
perimcntal filmmakers, their
presentation will be a staight
forward showing of their films
without the trappings of multimedia extravagance. Rubber Lady
who also comes from Santa Fe, was
around for last years series, her
appearance at the "Video Fantasy
Night" suprised, amazed and raised
the curiousity of the locals to no
end.
Gontinued on page !J

-AUA-DCA---------continued from page 8
Who is this person? And what is
she doing dressed in rubber? Well,
some people say she's a prominant·
artist who works at an equally
prominant gallery in Santa Fe.
She's recieved every manner of
responses from bewildered people
everywhere she goes, and she gets
around.
If this raises your curiousity any
make it over to the AUA Monday
night. This will be the final performance and it's bound to be wild,

jazz, Film Offered Sunday
Ray Abeyta
The AU.A isn't the only place where things are happening 'this
weekend. UNM is pushing a couple of productions that are bound to
raise the interest of all you working stiffs who live for the weekends.
On Sunday at the Fine Arts Center there will be a performance by
the one and only Betty Carter at Popejoy Hall and lngmar
Bergman's, "Persona" will show in Rodey Theatre.
Betty Carter, who, if you read her interview in Monday's Lobo
~ill prese~t an evening of :·real" jazz, .the way it was and the way it
IS. Carter s performance IS sure to bnng out the jazz buffs in the
area, and even if you're not into the stuff, it'll be worth the bucks to
forget the homework for another night and get out and be-bop. The
sho:V starts at .8;00 and tickets are available at the Popejoy Box
Off1ce.
If jazz isn't your scene, and you still can't bare to open the books
"Persona" ought to occupy your time. Showing in the plush settin~
of Rodey Theatre at 7:30p.m., Persona is one of the films included
in the Rodey Film Series - "Films About Theatre." Tickets for
Persona are on sale at the Fine Arts Box Office, and yes Virginia
there are student discounts for both of these shows. So there yo~
have it, a weekends worth of events in 30 inches, get out there and
get an education.

Friday, 8:00 p.m. - Amazone
and Urban Jungles
Saturday, 8:00 p.m. An
Evening of Entertainment and
Modern Seilence
Sunday, 3:00 p.m. - Emptied,
You Swelled To Fill the Void and
Dan lngmff
Monday, 8;00 p.m. -Films by
Klasky and Gaylor and Rubber
Lady
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Do you have any Zits?
The UNM Division of Dermatology and the Student Health Center need volunteers
with acne to help determine the effectiveness of a new topical antibiotic treatment.
Patients must be available for examination ery other Saturday morning starting
September 26 (through December 19). Patients should not be taking antibiotics or
corticosteroids,

Faa FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT
ERMA PINoN

277-3136

••
••
•••

STUDENT HEALTH CENTER

Volunteers will be paid a fee.

LISTEN TO THEM! IT'LL
BE HARD TO HEAR
ANYTHING ELSE!!!
BLUE OYSTER CULT • JOURNEY • JUDAS
PRIEST • TED NUGENT • OZZY OSBOURNE
THE JOE PERRY PROJECT • FRANK MARINO
LOVERBOY • WHITFORD/ST. HOLMES BAND
Look for the lale5t album by the5e heavy metal
superstars in the specicd Heavy Metal Headbangers
display in your record store.

BUJE OThTER CULT
llRhiM- UNf<NCM'N"fJIUI:IN

S1°0 OFF

LP or TAPE

(except "Journey, Escape" - now '6")
Offer good through October 3rd.

Two Loeations
Central & Harvard SE
Eubank & Candelaria NE

+
Go<th<~lh

nftml.o;.lc.

t

•

1

j

I

I

ParamolJnt PicturEs Pr€SEnts A FRANK >ABLAN5 Production· A Film bY FRANK PERRY

FAYE DUNMAY"MOMMIE DEARI:sr
STEVE FORREST· DIANA SCARINID•MARA H08EL• Orieinai!VlJsic bY HENRY MANCINI
Ex«uliv€ ProcU:€rs DAJID KOONTZ and TERENCE ONEILL·BaSEd LPOn lh£ book bY
CHRISTINA CRAWFORD·5crEmPiaY bY FRANK ~NS & FRANK PERRY
and TRACYHOitHNER and ROBERT GETCHELL· ProcU:€d bY FRANK YABLANS
Oi.rEctEd bY FRANK PER(:!Y • Rtad th£ BErkkv
BEstsEikr A Pilramount Piclur~ K~
(«;yt'IJ~i t MC~~LJCXI(l l'llrlii!IOUr\1 l'ldurils Corpotal10t1 AU Ro<al11' n<*orvod
•'
'

PG PAIIBml GUDANCI: SUGGESTID~

soMEirU.Tu.1ALIIIAYNOTaESl1f1'A!L£FO..CHilDREN

ABO. 6 DRIVE IN

COAONA004

F="ARNORTH CINEMA

881•6266

821·6769

OPENSAT7:3D

12:30 :?:50 5:10
MD 9:50

1:15 3:25 5:35
7:45 9:55

:i!:nd ShOW

345-$641

•••
••
•••
••
•••
•••
••
••
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POSTMAN RINGS TWiCE
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Sports

HEWLETT
PACKARD

Sports Commentary

HEWLETT PACKARD IS PROUD TO ENDORSE
THE SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING CAREER FAIR
TO BE HELD SATURDAY THE 26th OF SEPTEMBER
IN THE MECHANICAL ENGINEERING BUILDING.
THE FAIR IS BEING SPONSORED BY THE
HISPANIC ENGINEERING ORGANIZATION OF UNM.
PLEASE COME BY AND VISIT OUR DISPLAY. SOME
OF OUR UNM ALUMNI WILL BE THERE TO DISCUSS
CAREERS AVAILABLE WITH HEWLETT PACKARD.
WH£N P£RFDRMANC£ MUST B£ M£ASUR£0 BY R£SULTS

~ChN'nlt.m1\.
invitrs you to d special showing of
Thr Rrtahlo Art
of
NICARIO JIMENEZ QUISPE
A Y ACUCI-lO, PERU

and

our new colk•ct ion of
folk pottery, fine weavings
handmildc clothing, toys
Christma~ ornaments, and antiques
from l.,ttin America

h~skc ts,

Regular Reto/1 Hours
Mnn. rhru Sat, 10om· .5 pm

Open House

September 26 and :.>7
TO a.m li n.m.

September 28 -january 9
or by appo/ntmmr

109 Laguna Placr N.W.

505/247-9669

Beer Fell Into Stadium Canyon
Greg Lay

- UNM thinks Sports Stadium
management is greedy.
There's a chasm on Stadium
The promoter is Fred Sharp of
Blvd. separating the Sports
DBG&B Marketing, who accepted
Stadium and University Stadium.
No geographic feature makes it a contract last summer to promote
treacherous to go from the home of football games. Wayne Hogan,
the PCL champion Albuquerque assistant director of sports inDukes to the home of the UNM formation, said ''We wanted to hire
Lobes, but a human comedy has a marketing specialist this summer,
dug an abys~ across which no but it was nixed for budgetary
reasons .. ''
communication will flow.
Brew lovers who go to the Sports
The solution was to strike a
Stadium Saturday looking for 25 bargain with Sharp for "a small fee
cent beer will be disappointed. A - less than a thousand dollars,"
concert to promote the UNM-Air Bogan said. "Basically, the job is
Force football game has been to put people in the seats, If 40
moved to University Arena, on come that wouldn't have otherwise,
state property where it is illegal to we've paid for the service." Hogan
serve alcohol.
said the fee was low because
Briefly, here's why:
Sharp's firm is new and trying to
- A promoter hired to increase "create an image" for itself with a
attendance at football games failed successful Lobo campaign.
to rent the Sports Stadium before
"It's a low-budget, high-profile
he advertised pre-game concerts type thing," Hogan said. "That's
and cheap beer.
what they're experts at. We've
- A local businessman has ex- probably spent less money and
clusive right to concessions at the gotten 20 times more advertising
Sports Stadium.
Athletic Director
this year."
- Sports Stadium management John Bridgers agreed that Sharp's
thinks UNM's Athletic Department performance has been good for the
is inflexible.
university. "He made a mistake"
about the Sports Stadium, Bridgers
admitted, but said "He's done an
extraordinarily good job."

Lobos Under .500

Despite being ranked in the
nation's top 20, a tired Lobo
volleyball team lost to Stanford
Thursday night, 15-4, 15-7, 15-7,
dropping their season record to 9·
10.
UNM faces Texas, Pacific and
Pepperdine today in the first round
of the San Jose Invitational.

Advertising
Sales
The New Mexico Doily Lobo is presently seeking Account
Representatives for its Display Advertising department.
We offer an outstanding. opportunity to su~pleme~t your
academic education with practical . expenence 1n the
Albuquerque job market.
You must have:
•
•
•
•
•
•

student status
a strong desire to succeed
a car
prior sales experience (not essential but it helps)
a professional attitude
at least 20 hours per week

If you fit these requirements, then come by and apply for a soles
position with one of the nation's leading independent student
newspapers.

•
Contact:

New Mexico Daily Lobo
Business Office
Box 20
Alb. N.M. 87131

(505) 277·5656

In setting up pre-game concerts
with beer, Sharp was not successful. "They chose not to let us
do that," Sharp said. "From
Mayor David Rusk on down," he
put blame on the city and its
contract holders. "It would have
cost UNM 61.5 cents to sell a 25
cent cup of beer," with the city
getting ;!2.5 cents for each beer
sold, cost of beer at 14 cents, and
the concessionaire getting Z5 cents,
according to Sharp.
"That's on top of $500 to rent
the stadium," he said.
The concessionaire is George
Buffett, who said his part in the
matter has been limited to a
meeting with Bridgers, Sharp and
Pat McKernan, Dukes general
manager. While Buffeit expressed
willingness to "work with anybody
who tries to work with me," he
stopped short of saying what
compromises he was willing to
consider. "It depends on many
things. I do what I'm told by the
city and the Dukes," he said, but
the city's position is that he controls
concessions by virtue of his exclusive contract.
"The Alumni Association will
have a beer and tamale party for
homecoming," Buffett pointed
out, "but they talked to everybody
to set it up."
Beer will cost 50 cents a cup at
that event, according to Orlie
Sedillo, director . of the City of
Albuquerque Parks and Recreation
Department, with the city getting
it's 22.5 cents. "Whatever
arrangement they make with
Buffett is fine. He's a private
businessman, and can do whatever
he wants," Sedillo said, while the
city must charge the same to all
users.
Sedillo said the door wasn't
entirely closed on that issue,
because the city was interested in
getting credit for the amount they
might have earned from beer sales
toward future rental of some UNM
facility. "We have that kind of
arrangement with Albuquerque
Public Schools. We don't charge
them and they don't charge us. We
just swap use on athletic fields,
•
•
- I- H
parks and sw1mmmg
poo.s,
Sedillo said .
"We don't have an Olympic•size
swimming pool and could use that
for a swimming meet, or maybe
have a concert in the arena to
benefit parks and recreation.
Whatever they'd normally charge,
they could just have subtracted

what the beer would have cost,"
Sedillo said.
Before that proposal, Sedillo said
agreement had been reached to give
the beer away, with the city and
Buffett agreeing that they would get
no cut of no income. "But the next
day in the paper, we read where
they were going to give the beer
away, but charge a 25 cent
'donation' so we were right back
where we started," Sedillo related.
The city's 22.5 cents per serving
is based on 30 percent of the usual
75 cent price, but Sedillo rejected
accepting 30 percent of 25 cents.
''It isn't the amount of money," he
said, "but a precedent."
"I don't think anybody at UNM
from Bridgers to (President
William) Davis- would appreciate
it if the city planned to use
University Stadium without
'checking first, and they found out
about it by reading it in the
newspaper," Sedillo said.
"He · (Sharp) never contacted
people in charge of the stadium. He
didn't know if there were conflicting schedules. He didn't find
out that we have an exclusive
contract on all concessions. He
didn't check anything," Sedillo
said. "They admitted they had
made a big mistake. The trouble is,
they advertised 25 cent beer.''
Why UNM didn't touch bases
before advertising is simple: Sharp
talked to the wrong person,
Bridgers explained. He talked to a
liquor license holder, who thought
Sharp only meant to rent the license
and didn't understand that the
UNM representative was talking
about the stadium as well.
After the error was made, there
were still several. options open.:
1. The beer could have been sold
for more - say 50 cents like the
Alumni Association - to meet the
cost of selling beer at the Sports
Stadium.
Z. UNM could guarantee to cover
losses suffered by the concessionaire if he opened up the food
stands to sell hot dogs and popcorn.
3. The beer could have been given
away, with UNM absorbing the
cost.
4. Both parties could have tried
the plan to give beer proceeds to
Buffett, with the promise that the
deal would be reviewed after the
first week and adjusted if it was
costing UNM too much money.
5. UNM could have saved the
city's cut of beer sales by giving. t.he
city credit on a future facility
rental.
6. The concerts could have been
held as scheduled, and let Buffett
handle all the sales, including beer,
at the regular price, counting on
Lobo fans to understand why the
price went up.
.
.
But none of those alternatives
were taken. The university has cut
off discussion and moved the
concert minus beer to University
Arena.
"They just wouldn't allow us to
do it in any way we could afford to
do it," Bridgers said. "It was a
dead end everywhere."
Does Mountain Bell still
maintain service between the UNM
Athletic Department and the Sports
Stadium?
"Not
With
the
Albuquerque
Dukes, . Pat
McKernan and George Buffett,"
Bridgers said. "There is no com.
munication open there."
The tragedy has nothing to do
with beer.
The City of Albuquerque, the
University of New Mexico and the
Albuquerque Dukes are roped
together, climbing the mountain of
economic survival, whether • they
like it or not.
If they don't talk to each other,
they'll fall into that chasm oil
Stadium Boulevard.

Lobos Face Air Force Here Saturday
The scriptwriter needs to come
up with something ·different this
weekend. The old script won't do'
the job.
The scdpt reads: take a pretty
good team that hasn~t won yet and
challenge a team that has an even
better reputation. For plot, don't
let the upstart score in the first
quarter while the favored team gets
a col!ple of touchdowns head start.
Then for drama, let the underdogs
come back and almost win.
What's wrong with the script is
that both the University of New
Mexico and Air Force Academy
have been using it. While New
Mexico did it in Houston, Las
Vegas and Lubbock; Air Force did
the same thing against Brigham
Young and Wyoming, coming back
to within 10 points of BYU before
losing 45-21, and battling back to
tie Wyoming enroute to a 17-10
defeat.
So when the 0-3 UNM Lobes
meet the 0-2 AFA Falcons at 7 p.m.
Saturday at University Stadium in
Albuquerque, something will have
to change.

Maybe fans will get a clue about game, about what Air Force is in
who gets the new script by watching the habit of giving up.
the first quarter scoreboard. New
The big difference comes when
Mexico will try to get into the end the Falcons get the ball, however.
zone first with an offensive UNM's defensive average is a huge
machine ignited by quarterback 466 yards per game, while Air Force
Robin Gabriel, who is currently has been gaining only 220 yards per
ranked seventh in the nation in total game,
offense.
"We're so doggone young in
He has completed 58 passes in every area of our defense," Lobo
108 attempts for 801 yards and defensive coordinator Joe Lee
three touchdowns,. with minus nine Dunn, said. "James Bell is the only
yards rushing for an average of 264 guy in the secondary who's played
much and he's been out for two
yards per game,
The rushing game has been years.''
Late in the week, however, Dunn
carried by junior Mike Carter, who
is coming back after a red-shirt moved Frank Sedillo back to
year, and has gained )20 yards on cornerback where he was a starter
41 carries. But Michael Johnson last season, and pu( him in the
saw his first action at Texas Tech starting line-up for the Air Force
following last season's knee injury, game. "We wanted somebody who
and is expected to see more action has experience," Dunn said. He
had moved Sedillo to safety this
as the Lobes begin WAC play.
Air Force will counter with a season because" I didn't feel he had
defense that held pass-oriented the speed for cornerback, but he
BYU on several key third down has a good football mind." Now,
situations, only to give them Dunn thinks "it will be easier for
another chance with a penalty as Frank to pick up some of the things
the score mounted, The Lobes are Air Force does in the wishbone."
After backing up freshman Ray
averaging just over 300 yards per

Too!--------------,
Extra Events Enhance Game

All This...And FootbaU,

Football is the main course for the Saturday night deliver the game ball by jumping out of an airplane
feast at University Stadium- but there are plenty of above the stadium, and doing free fall stunts before
appetizers.
they pull the ripcord.
They'll be watching out for balloons on the way
Music balloons, dancing, 11reworks, parachutes,
down,
because there will be inflated hot air ballol)ns
marching bands, a banjo solo and bagpipes are
at
the
stadium
just to add a touch of color.
planned to warm up the crowd,
The extra excitement will continue during the
A pep rally starts the weekend for UNM students, game, with a fireworks display in the sky every time
led by the Lobo cheerleaders at noon today on the the Lobo offensive fireworks light up the
mall.
scoreboard.
It's the annual Parents' Day Gallic, to Which the
At halftime, the UNM Marching Band will present
parents of all UNM students are invited to visit their the program that they performed last Sunday during
offspring and watch the Lobos.
the halftime at the Denver Bronco's NFL game.
A ticket to the game is all that .is needed to attend a Featured will be what Harold Van Winkle, band
concert from 5 to 6:30 p.m. at University Arena director, says may be "the first marching band ever
("The Pit,'' just west of the football stadium). The to present a banjo soloist," with state banjo-playing
Watermelon Mountain Jug Band and the UNM champion Ben Perea, a UNM music education
Collegiate Singers will perform during the pre-game major.
UNM Chaparrals, expanded from eight to ten
concert.
At 6:30 the Highland Dancers will lead concert members and boasting new uniforms, will dance to
fans acres~ the street to the stadium with traditional Louis Prima's popular "Sing, Sing, Sing" played by
the band. The precision dancing team ill under the
Scottish victory music on the bagpipes.
At the stadium, they'll be joined by football fans direction of choreographer Judy Nickerson for 1981who took advantage of a bus network from 17 82.
The Air Foree Academy Marching Band will also
Albuquerque restaurants that offered pre-game
meals for spectators in conjunction with a ride to the present their traditiooal.halftime show.
After the game, there is a disco dance at the
stadium, then back to their cars after the game.
The fans will want to be in their seats before the Subway Station, in the basement of the SUB, with
kick-off, because the UNM Skydiving Oub will "South Side and D.J." Admission is $3, students $2.

to set an all· time home attendance
record at UNM.

Air Force bills the New Mexico
series as one of the oldest in their
gridiron history, but the teams will
be meeting for the first time since a
10-6 AFA win in Colorado Springs
during the 1973 season. Overall,
Air Force leads the series, 4-2, and
will be coming to Albuquerque for
the first time since 1963, when over
29,000 fans turned out for the game

Big Eight.or

The g~me will begin at 7 p.m. at
University Stadium. The ticket
office at the southeast corner of
University Arena will be open until
5 p.m. Friday and Saturday for
When the Air Force Academy advance tickets. Tickets are also
team arrives in Albuquerque today, available at the gates, Individual
it will be the shortest trip the tickets are $8 but students may get
Falcons make in 1981; in fact, the one free ticket and purchase one
only one under a thousand miles.
guest ticket for $3 with a current
• AFA is one of the nation's most student identification card.
traveled teams. They will travel
ZZ,560 miles to play football this.
year, including 13,194 miles to play College Grid Weekend
ll WAC g;.me against San Diego
This is <Jn imporuult Weekend forth~ pre~tigc of Ill~
State - in Tokyo. But they are still WcSllirn Alhlelic Conference. WAC teams are 5·8
non-conf~r!!rw~: opponcms and the N~iW
a couple of thousand miles short of against
Mexico-Air fmce ca1nc j§ the on!)' leasue comc~l otl
the team record of 24,300 miles set the schr:dule.
The question Is, can n midt.lle of the puck tenm
last season in eight road games.

AN
EVENING
WITH

from the WAC l'is.it a middle of the rack team ir.. th~
Bta, Ten and c~um: a_way with a win? ta~

Veg<l$ odds say,

"No,<~·but

•••

SPOP:TS EDITOR'S PICKS:
New MeNic-9 TO favorite vs. Air Force Academy
San Diego State FG f~tvorite at Oklahomn State
Hawaii TD favorite vs, U of Jdalto
Brigham Young 2 TD faYorile at Colorl!do
Utah FG favorile at Northwestern
ColorOJ.do State2 TO underdog at West Virginia
Te11asTech·fG underdog at Da}'lor
Nevada.tas VegasTD favorilcvs, Long Deach
Hpu.ston TO favorite vs. Utah State
Open: Texas.El Paso, New Mexico!it.ate, Wyoming

'

CHUCK
MANGIONE
AND

THE
CHUCK MANGIONE
QUARTET

SUNDAY, Oct. 28 ·
8:00p.m.
CONVENTION CENTER·
KIVA AUDITORIUM
Tickets: .59.00
Available at all TICKET MASTER LOCATIONS

Invite Your Parents To:

PARENTS

Chabad

DAY

Jewish Student Center

Saturday, September 26, 1981

High Holiday Services
Registration
Rosh Hashana
Evening: Sept. 28,29 6:15 p.m.
Morning: Sept. 29.30 10:00 a.m.
the Sept. 28th evening service
is followed by dinner

Yom kippur
Evening Kol Nidre: Oct. 7 6:15p.m.
Morning Kol Nidre: Oct. 8 10:00 a.m.

8:30 - 3:30 pm

Campus Tours

8:30 - 3:30 pm

Open Houses 10:30 am • 1:00 pm
Various Colleges and Departments

N'Eilah Services followed by break the fast:
Thursday, Oct. 8, 6:15 p.m.
Chassidic Services
All are welcome
1801 Sigma Chi NE
call296·5553 or 242·_2231

-

I

Hornfeck at safety, Sedillo said,
"I'm just glad to be back in the
starting line-up. For anybody who
plays football, the thing you look
forward to is playing on Saturday."
Both Bell and Sedillo are gr&duates
of Albuquerque Bigh School.

~
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0

...
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Special Events

9:00 am - 9:00 pm

Football Game

7:00 pm

(UNM vs United States Air Force Academy)
EVERYONE WELCOME!
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J.OST IN MITCIIELI. Hall: Keys pn. brass Jeans
Ring. Lost Sept. 16, I' lease cai1277-408J,
9/28
~'OUND A PAIR of glasses between tennis coum.and
pool. Identify and claim in Marron Hall R<1om. UJ.

New Mexico
Daily Lobo
Classified
Advertising
Marron Hall, Room 131
We tween Biology ami joumali.m1 at Yale & Reclo11do)

Open 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Monday through Friday,
Deadline Noon
1. Personals

TJH: TOUCH WILl. be at Bogarts Cellar, Sunday,

llliRANGO t"UNilANGO ••ENJOY the aspencade
on the "Silverton Train" on October 2,3,4, Only
S70.00 with the Student Travel Center. Call Z77-2336.

912S
ACCliKATE INt"OHMATJON ABOUT con·
trnception,. sterilization, abortion. Right to Choose.
29Hl17L
tfn
IIIORIIYTIIM, COMPI..ETE JNt'ORMATION.
Computerized charts. Do it yourself kit. Take charge
nnd full advantage of your Physical, Emotional
(~cllsillvhy) and lntcllcctual energy cycles, Send S3.9S
with Uirthdatc P.S.I. lliorhythrn Service, 490
Mistletoe Avenue, llosque Farms, N.M. 87068. 10/2
PREGNANCY TESTINC; & COUNSELING. Phone
247-9819.
tfn
I'ASSPORT ANU Jllt:NTIFICATION photos. 3 for
$6.00!! Lowest prices in town! Fast, pleasing, near
UNM. Call 265-2444 or come to 1717 Oirard Blvd.
N.E.
tfn
CIIINESE IIUt'FET. CHEAl' All you can eat. Lunch
$3.00, supper $4.50, Sunday Brunch$3.00. Jao·Jao's
Place, 5000 Central Ave. S.E,
tfn
CONTACTS·POUSIIING, SOWTIONS Casey
Oplic~l Company on Lomas just west of Washington.
tfn
WE IIOT lll!iTIUBUTORS. Prescription eyeglaU
frames. Greenwich Village (Lcn11on styles), gold
ritnleS$. $54.50 (regular $65.00). Pay Less Opticians,
5007 Mc11aul N.E .. across from La Belles.
tfn
DILLIARJ) TOURNAMENT, VALUAIILE prizes
awarded. Interested? Sign up at the SUB Qamcs
Area. lower level of Student Union Bldg.
9/25
Rt:WARO! LOST II LACK cat near Cornell/Coal.
Male-neutered cat. Collar/tag, Please cali266;J466,
268-2546.
9/28
J)RINKING PROIII.EM? SANCTUARY A.A.
Group holds closed discussion meetings FOR
i\l.COHOLJCS ONLY at Canterbury Chapel, 425
University, N.E.: Monday, 8 p.m .. Hall, Tuesday,
ihursday, 12 noon, Library.
9128
nt:PRESSION/STRF.SS GROUP. Information 256·
tS53.
9/28
DINGE-t:ATING/WEIGIIT control, 256-lSS3.
9/28
CARE ABOUT ART? Conceptions SoUthwest,
UNM's fine amtllterary publication, can't exist
without your support. Buy 1981 issue $4 In Marron
Hall, Room 131, UNM Bookstore, Student·
Bookstore, ASA Qallery, Fine Arts Museum, Living
Batch. Back issues available Sl in Marron Hall,
Room 131,
tfn
GUEST APPEARANCE THURS. thru Sat.
Albuquerque's most knowledgeable bicycle
mechanic, Pal Moore at Ihe: Harvard Bike House, 137
JfarvardS.E., 25S-8808.
9/25

September 27. COME ROCK WITH US, we've got
THI'. TOUCH. For Dances, Parties, 242·2270. 9/28
WEBSTER COUNTY BEAUTY, I carry you
everywhere In a locket over my heart. Summer
Breeze, won'l you ever rustle my curlsugain7.
10/6
ANNA, JUST WANTEIJ to let you know I'm
l11inklng about you. At.
9125
l't:NNY, IIAPPY BIRTIIIJAY, from room 325.
9/25
RAINIIOWS ANJ) CRYSTAL nrc fun to receive,
Rainbow !'lace, SS5·B Wyoming N.E., Mon·Sat. 9-6,
255-5222.
10/l
JUST IN TIMt: for X·Masl Send $2 for you gift
catalog and $3 coupon. 20 percenl student discounts.
Satisfaction or money back. The Mr. Bill Company,
1925 (Juan Tabo), Ste. D-204, AlbuqUerque, N.M.
87112.
J0/1
GET YOUR SUGGESTIONS to thi: Rubber Lady
A.V.A., 216 Central, 8 p.m.
9/28
FRIUA Y,IT'S JAZZ al Ned's, 5:30-7:30 p.m. during
9125
happy hour, 4200 Central S.E.

2. Lost & Found

9125
1 ··oUND YOUR RINGS at the Honors Center. call
me for their return B. Shwartz 256-1375
9125
CI.AIM YOUR LOSTpossmions at Campus Pol[ce
8:00a.m. to 4:00 p.rn. daily.
tfn

5. For Sale

3. Senices
A-I TYI'JST-TERM paper1, Resumes 299-8970.
9/30
GUIT,-\R LESSONS: ALI. styles. Mar~'s Guitar
Studio. 265-3315.
tfn
ACCURATE, EXPERIENCEO TYPIST: college
lOll
work, resumes, transcribing. 294-0167,
PERFORMING ARTS STUOIO 2219 Lead S,Jl,
(Just east9f Yale Ave,) 256-1051 or 165-3067, Lal!ra
Brown-Elder, Director. Classical Ballet, Jazz, Tap,
Exercise classes, Children, lccns and adults.
10/2
~ASTACCURATETYPING. Typeright. 255-5203.
1012
CAl. I. 243·3585 ANYTIME fOR inexpensive foreign
language tutoring or privale Instruction. Spanish,
French, Portuguese. Mark Frobose B.A., M.A.
languages.
9/30
VW REPAIR SERVICE Tune ups, brakes, electrical.
Engine rebnilding, c~perienced mechanic, reasonable
rates, 344-0~12.
9/28
PROFESSIONAL rmsUMES, .265-9081
10/5
TYPING • STU UENT/IIUSINESs Work, inc!u.:ling
statistical/technical,
Reasonable,
experienced,
competent. 296-6299.
10/26
TYPING • SPECIALIZING IN Medical Term. All
kinds done. Call 299-1505 after 4:00 p.m.
$1.25/page,
9/30
MOVING, EXPERIENCE!). CAI.I. Tom, 262-0482,
252-0037,
10/1
HOME TYPING SERVICE. Former English
professor. Spelling and grammar guaranteed. 292·
3431.
10/1

4. Housing
FOR RENT: Et'FICIENCY apartment. $180/mo.,
all utilities paid. Air conditioned, swimming pool,
laundry fadlit\es. For more information contact
resident manager, 1410 Olrard NE, 266·8392, 255·
~256, or898-7517.
tfn
THE CITAOEJ.-SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes, I bedroom
or efficiency, from $205. All utilities paid. Deloxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. 1520 University NE. 243-2494. tfn
ONE BLOCK UNM Deluxe one bedroom furnisheo:
apartment, twin or double beds, $230 includes
utilities, 268-0525, Varsity House, 141 Columbia S.E.
10/1
WANTEU HOUSEMATE WITH one child or two
women to share home in N.E. Maggie 844·9496 nights
2!19-6151
9/26
ROOMMATE NEEDEO NON SMOKER to share. 2
bedroom apartment. Contact Teri at 884-0315 early
mornings or evenings,
9/25
I.ARGE TWO BEDROOM furnished apartment
three blocks from UNM. $350 Includes utilities. Quiet
responsible .tenants desired; no children, JIO pets. 344-

7350

WANT SERIOUS ii'IALE Student to share great
house near campus. Furnished. W/D. Utilities included. $160/mo, .$40 D,D., 268-6617. NO
lOll
SMOKING. OR DRUGS.
RENT/SEI.L 2 Bedroom pueblo charmer. Ridgecrest
~treet, $450, :<47·8647.
9/29

9125

FOUNJ): LARGE CASE brand padlo<:k neat Fine ONE IIEUROoM APARTMENT with garage. Near
Arts Bldg, on Tuesday night. Claim at. Manon Hall, UNM, hospitalsand'tVI$155.00268·7218
9/25
Room 131.
10/1 n:MAI.E ROOMMATE TO SHARE large 2
SISO REWARn. RETURN or information of my bedroom near mountains. Cali29Z·2465.
9/25
long lo" blonde femalecockerspanlcl. 266-2459.
WANTED- ROOMMATE TO share3 bdrm, Zbath
==::::--:-:===::-:===:-;--:--:::--,;,.IO..:.c./1 furnished house ncar UNM. S\65 per month in·
FOUNIJ: AMt:RICAN JIISTORY book. Come to eluding utilities. Free rent 'till October! Ca\1255-2855
room 131 Marron H:lllloclaim.
tfn or!!83.4971.
9/28
I.OST NEAR PRESIDENT'S house, dark brown FEMALE ROOMMATE TO share tWo bedroom
short-haired kitten, 6weeks old. Reward, 842-9250.
apartment three blocks from UNM. $135 includes
9/25 Utilities, 266·8384.
9128
"'I.""o""s=T""JN:-:-:J=o~H"'N"'S"'O"'N-:-Q=y-m-t-:L-:e-at~h-er-:n::i-:gh,.-t.,.ja-c-:-ke-:t.:.w~il7-h UPPERCI.ASSWOMAN WANTEU TO share 2patches on sleeves and frot\l. Old, but has great brm. duple", Quiet neighborhood, walking distance
«nlimcntal value. Reward. Please call 277-4640 and UNM, reamnable rent. 277·42111255.4439.
9/28
ask for Pat Jennings.
9/25 FEMALE HOUSEMATE WANTED to share large
FOONO CAI.CULATOR TO person who called me house near Comanche and CarlisleN.E., S\33/month
last Monday morning. l do have your calcUlator after plus Utilities. Near bike path. Call Robyn R., 884all. Please call back and reidentify. 298-0401.
9/29 6759,884-2999.
10/1
FOUND CALCUI.ATOR • THIRD floor Zim· ROOMMATE WANTED FOR October I, Siudioils
merman LibrarY• Identify and claim at toom Ill, female, non-smoker preferred. $80 including utilities,
Marron flail.
9/29 842-1732, evenings.
9/30
LOST: MULTI-COLORED PURSE ncar Kiva Aud. 4th ROOMMATE !FEMALE) for 2 BR hoUse in
9125 J.omas/Girard area. Call884•7087 or298·559(. 9/30
last 'Thursday, call M. Minnis, 265-5164.
STOLEN, FIVE BOXES of computer programs from' CARRIAGE HOUSE DOWNTOWN student neighlocker at Computer Center, Sunday afternoon, 9/20. borhood, sundeck, pets, one bedroom, S250, 247Namcon Programs isShontzc. Reward. 294-5297.
8647.
9130
9/28 ROOMS FOR RENT. Students Only. Complete
FOUND! FRENCH TEXTBOOK in Marron Hall. facilities available. Excellent studying atmosphere,
tfn CaUMrs. Falco al842·1231.
10/1
Claim at Marron Hall, Rm. 131.

Attention:

All ASUNM funded organizations
Please send a representative to a
meeting today(9-25) at 3pm. in the
SUB room 230.
The meeting will deal with proposed
cuts in financial aid programs.

1963 MERCURY COMET, very good rebuilt enghte,
lOll
$450, 242·7354, after 6 p, m.
1.978 DAT!)UN 1'10 statio!! wagon, 4 speed. front
wheel drive, AM-FM stereo & casse*, A.C., 38 mpg,
$2,87S.OO, ~alll-.864-7259 or 1·864-7552.
10/1
1980 ·"1.500S HONOA. · Good ''condition, extras,
9125
3,600 miles, 266-1215.
.KNOW SOMEONE WHO'S gelling married? Give
them a gift. they w\11 use for a life.time. Queen
stainless steel cookware. Because of .our special
purclmse, you save over '0 percent or retail price.
Call for warranty and other details. 293-2149.
10/2
TRS-80 COMPUTER, I.EVEI. one, 4-k plus extras.
$GOO worth for only$450, 299-5687. Ask for Greg,

9129
HO'f AIR BAl. LOON. MUST sell. Call: 266-.8482 or
884·5361.
9/30
1977 KAWASAKI, KZ-1000, low mileage. Excellent
shape. Ca11831·2224 after 3 p,m.
9/28
PIMENTEl. GU.TAR; TEN speed bicycle; two large
9/25
wall tapestries.. 82\.5019,
GUIJ.D D-50 GUITAR, very good condition. !ida
and Merlht Banjos also very good condition, Call
258-2764. Ask for Steve.
9/Z9
1911 SUZUKI TS-250, on/off road, exccUent con·
912S
dillon, SSSO or B/0, 242-6956.
1974 FIAT 128. Runs weU, $1,000 or best offer. 2589732.
9/29
CLASSIC 1961 RAMBLER, 20 m.p.g. ExceU,
transpo, Brian 242·8798, 344-1036, \lest offer. 10/5
1974 DATSUN B-210 4-door, rebuilt engine, new
tires, good shape, $1200, might talk, 277-4970. 9/28
ONE WAYTICKETtoNewYork. Caii277-J974.
.
9/25
YAMAHA 200 STREET electric .start, $325 call 265·
1057 or 277-3806,
9/25
Ct:NTURION IIICYCLES ON sale. Prompt, expert
repairs, JO•/o off.on parts and accessories on Fridays,
Harvard Bike House, 137 Harvard S.E., 2SS-8808,

9125
WE BOT DISTRIBUTORS !'rescription eyeglass
frames. Oreenwich Village (Lennon styles), gold,
rimless, $54.50 regular $65.00 Pay J.cs$ Opticians,
5007 Menaul N.E. across [rom La Belles.
tfn

7. Travel
COING SOMEWHERE? AUVERTISE in the !!ail)'
lobo.
tfn

8. Miscellaneous
FREE KITTENS, .266-JlJS.
9/25
WANTEU HIUE·A·BEU COUCHES and boy's tenspeed bicycle, good coodition, 821-4935.
10/B
MISC; YEARJ.JNG TOMCAT. Affectionate, All
9125
shots. Free, 255·6294.
WANTEU: WROUGHT IRON glass lop tabJ~ with
chairs, Cali 883-8 127.
9/30
MEUJC ALERT BADGE/Army dog lags· Custom

_print, vital medical Information, allefgie_s, cmcrgem:y
telephone· anything, From $3.25. Kaufman's, a real
Arrny-Navy Store, 504 Yale S.E., 256-0000,
9/28

9. Las N oticias
"SOUTH SlUE" UISCO (lance nl the Subway
Station, Sept. 26th,. 9:00p.m. to 1:00 a.m. Location:
Northwest Lower Level of UNM Student Union
Bldg., S2 for student, $3 general.
9125
GARAGE/BAKE SAI.E tomorrow morning, 9·12.
Lots of cotlege•typc items, good munchies, 816
Girard N,E, (7 minutes from campus by foot),
Sponsored by The Navigators.
9125

6. Employment
PART-TIME.lOB afternoons and evenings. Mun be
able to work Fiiday and Saturday nights. Must be 21
years old. Apply in person, no phone calls, please.
Saveway Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE, 55.16
Menau] NE.
tfn

J.ol
y_

SPECIAL

1 slice of cheese pizza
and a .large soft_d~nk__ .
for $1,00 plus tax 9/21 - 9/27
127 Harvard SE1/2 bt south of Central

Covered

WP"ago.n
Makers of Handmade
lndi<m Jewelry

OLDTO\fi!N

BSU
Presents
A Funk-Down

"Extravaganza"
tonite
Subway Station
Students w/ID $2.00
(TVI, UufA, UNMI
General $3.00

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Blerrish
5 Fast plane:
Init.
8 Pius, e.g.
12 Peel
13 Extinct bird
14RoW
15 Exist
16Legumes
18 Hawaiian
.......-eath

19Sungod
20 Retain
21 Preposition
23 Scale note
24 PathS
26 Paiect
28 ,Apportion
29 High card

30 Permit
32 Flesh
33Baker's

product
34 In addition
35 High: M.Js.
36 Precious
stone
37 Near

38Morlfi$
40Sidedish
41 College deg.

43 Cooled lava
44 Heaw!nly

bo6l

For information contact Michael Gallegos
·
(Lobby Committee chairman)
at 277-5528

;XEDt:'l

WORK STUDY
at Biomedical Com•
munlcatlon. Graphic Assistnn.. :<nowlcdge or layout
technique, charts and graphs. C::ontact l'atricia
Jensen, 277-3633,
9125
MAI.E STUUENT INTERESTED in workins nights.
9/25
Please ca11243-27S8 ask for Henry-TQdy,
HERTZ TRUCK RENTAL is looking for a Rental
Agent • Sales, Finance and Public Relations. fulltime or part-time. Entry level with excellent growth
potential. Send resume to Hertz Truck Rental, 715
Candelaria, Albuquerque, N.M. 87J07,
9/29
ON CAMPUS EMPLOYMENT N.M. Union
catering is now hiring students available to work
during noontime hours. Part-time work with free
meal benefits. Apply at N.M. Union Food Service
Ofnce, ask for Mr. Rockovitz.
tfn
WORK-STUOY JOBS! V.N.M.'s Upward Bound
Program is seeking 3,0 and higher g.p.a. stlillents in
English, Journalism, Hbtory, Biology, Spanish,
Math and Chemistry to work at two area high sclwols
tutoring 10th·1.2th grade students. MUst submit
copies of .eurrenl transcripts. For interview appointment, cali277.3S06. Ask for Chris,
toll

45 State: Abbr.
47Roman
bronze
49Towers

51 Offspring
52 Copy
55 African COIJJ'Itry
56 SpigOt
57 Poker stake

DOWN
1 Mast

2 Side by side
3 Native metal
4 Telhxium
symbol
5 Pintail ducks
6 Detergent

7Sunbum
8 Qt. part
9 Lubricate

10 Unrivaled
11 Great Lake
16 Vegetable
17 Faction
20 Diffirulty
22~pt.

25Winged

26 Frozen water
27Pemit
28Winewp
29 Goal
31 Pedal digit
33 Footllke part
34 Winglike
36Goblet

37 Embrace

.39 Diphthong
40 Denude
4'1 Man's nick•
name
42 Danish Island
44 Girl's name
45 Booty

46 Girl's name
48 Droop
SO· Mo.
51 Transgress
53 Negative
54 Tantalum
symbol

